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1. Accessing to the System
To connect to Eastern Mediterranean University Distance Education Institute
Moodle page, enter to https://lms.emu.edu.tr/ website. You will see the following
page below.

You can login to the system by entering your username and password
information. Or, by clicking the "EMU O365 Login" button at the bottom, you can log in
with your EMU Office 365 e-mail address and password.

2. Homepage
The page that shows up after logging in is the Moodle Home Page and it will
look like the one below. In the middle of the page, you can see the courses assigned
to you for the current semester. You can set the language to Turkish in the menu that
opens by clicking the text "English (en)" at the top of the page.
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As can be seen in the picture below, in this example the lesson named "Moodle
Information" is available on the screen. You can enter course's page by clicking the
course icon.

3. Page of the Course
The course page will look like the picture below. On the left side of the page,
there are name of the lesson, participants, badges, competencies, grades and topics.
In the middle of the page, the topic section will be shown.

4. Editing the Course
To change the course's settings, click on the settings icon on the upper right
corner of the screen and click on the Edit settings option from the menu that opens.
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You can expand all settings sections by clicking "Expand All" on the right side of
the screen. On this page, you can make any changes you want about the course. The
red exclamation point next to the Course full name and the Course short name section
indicates that those fields are required. You can change course visibility in Course
visibility and course start and end date in the date settings below.

After making those changes, you can write the description of the course in the
"Course summary" section below. Then, you can choose how the topics of the course
will appear with "Course format" section below. There are 2 commonly used types, one
is Topics format and the other is Weekly format. Topics format contains the topics of
the subject names that you will specify. The weekly format shows the weeks from the
start date of the lesson to the end as topics.
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In the hidden sections setting, it can be edited how the topics / sections that
contain things such as files, assignments etc. which are hidden from students will be
displayed. In the Course layout section, how the titles of the course are displayed can
be adjusted. All topics can be displayed on one page or each topic on a separate
page.
Below, there is the Appearance section. The first part here is Force language.
With this option, if you set the language of the page when entering the course as
Turkish or English, the students will not be able to choose the other language. You can
leave the choice to the student with the Do not force option. Right below that, in the
Number of announcements section, you can adjust how many of the most recent
announcements you will make will be displayed. Below that, you can change the
Show gradebook to sudents and Show activity reports options.
With the Maximum upload size option, you can limit the file size that students
can upload. You can also use the Enable completion tracking option, which shows a
green check mark as students complete their homework activities, etc. Below that,
you can divide your class into groups by using the Separate groups option in the Group
mode section.

After completing the changes, you can save your changes by clicking the Save
and display button at the bottom.
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5. Editing Course Content
When you enter the page of your course, your course will look like the picture
below. You can make necessary changes on the topics by clicking the Turn editing on
button in the upper right corner.

After clicking the Turn on editing button, your lesson will look like the picture
below. Here you can change the names, locations, visibility of topics, shared files,
assignments, etc. For example, if you click on the pencil button on the right of the item
that says "ders çizelgesi", you can change the name of that item, if you click and drag
the icon on the left, you can change its location.

In addition, by clicking the Edit button opposite the items, you can hide items
from students, delete them and make many other edits.
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You can add a new topic with the Add topic button at the bottom of the topic.
You can also edit, delete and hide the topic by clicking the Edit button opposite the
topic headings.

When you are done with the changes to the content of the course, you can
click Turn off editing on the top right of the screen.

5.1. Adding a File to the Course
After clicking the Turn on editing button, you can add files to the topic you want
to add files to by drag and drop as shown below. After you finish adding files, you can
finish editing by clicking Turn off editing.
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Necessary additions can be made to the topic by clicking the Add an activity
or resource button under each topic. After clicking the button, you can make the
desired addition from the window that opens.

5.2. Adding a URL to the Course
In order to add a URL under the topic, click on the Add an activity or resource
under the topic you want, click the "URL" option from the window that opens and click
the Add button. Then the sections on the page should be filled as in the picture below.
After the required boxes are filled, you can go to the bottom of the page and click
the “Save and return to course” button to finish adding the URL and return to the
course topics page. When your students click on the URL you added, they will be
redirected to the external URL link you added.
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5.3. Adding Teams Meeting to Class
If you want to add the Teams join meeting link to a title of your course in Moodle,
first open the Teams application and click the Meet button on the top right, select
Schedule a meeting from the menu and create a meeting. Click on the meeting you
created or if you already have a meeting, and right click the Join Microsoft Teams
Meetings link below to copy the join meeting link.

Then follow the steps in "Adding URL to the Course". Type the name of your
meeting in the Name section and paste the link we copied into the External URL
section. After the necessary changes, you can finalize adding Teams Meeting by
going to the bottom of the page and clicking the “Save and return to course” button.

5.4. Adding a YouTube Video to the Course
To add a youtube video to your course, first open the youtube video you want
to add and copy the link of the video from the address bar.
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After the video link is copied, enter your course page in Moodle and repeat the
steps for adding the URL. The name of the video or any other name you want to write
is written in the Name section. The link of the copied video is pasted in the External URL
section. When adding a Youtube video, if we select the Display option in the
Appearance section as Embed, the URL link we created will be displayed embedded
on the page instead of redirecting it to youtube's site.

After the necessary changes are made, you can go to the bottom of the page
and click the “Save and return to course” button to finish the process of adding
Youtube Video.

5.5. Adding Video to Lesson with SharePoint
If you want to upload a video to our lesson with Sharepoint, you must first go to
OneDrive and upload a video. Click on the file you uploaded or the file that already
exists and click on the share icon as shown in the picture below.
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After clicking the share icon, the screen that appears will be as on the left from
the pictures below. Then, if you click on Anyone with the link can view option, the
screen in the picture in the middle will appear. Here you can choose who you want to
share the video with. Select People in EMU with the link and click Apply. After clicking,
the screen on the right will appear. Click Copy Link from here and copy the link of the
shared video.

After the link is copied, enter your course page in Moodle and repeat the steps
for adding URL. Display option in Appearance section is set to In pop-up. After
selecting the pop-up, the resolution settings will appear right under it. You can change
the resolution settings if you want.
After the necessary changes are made, you can go to the bottom of the page
and click the “Save and return to course” button to finish the process of adding Video
with SharePoint.

5.6. Adding a Ready-to-use Survey to the Course
In order to add a Survey to the topic, click on the Add an activity or resource
under the topic you want and click on the Survey option from the window that opens
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and click the Add button. Write the name of the survey in the Name section and select
the ready-to-use survey type from the Survey type section. If you wish, you can write a
description in the Description section. After the necessary changes are made, you can
go to the bottom of the page and click the “Save and return to course” button to
finish the process of adding a Ready-to-use Survey.

When we click on the survey we added, a ready-to-use survey will appear as in
the picture below. We can also change the language of the survey automatically by
changing the language option at the top of the page.

5.7. Adding a Single Question Questionnaire to the Course
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In order to add a single question survey to your page, click on Add an activity
or resource under the topic you want, click on the Choice option and click on the Add
button. After that, click on Expand All on the right side of the page to expand all
sections below. Then fill in the boxes on the screen as in the picture below and write
the question you want.

The answers that can be chosen by the student are written in the Option 1,
Option 2… sections as follows. With the Add 3 field (s) to form option, 3 more fields can
be added. You can also change the "Allow more than one choice to be selected"
option to Yes.

After the necessary boxes are filled, you can go to the bottom of the page and
click the "Save and return to course" button to finish adding a Single Question
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Questionnaire and return to the course topics page. When students enter this
questionnaire, it will look like the picture below.

5.8. Adding a Multiple Question Survey to the Lesson
In order to add a single question survey to our page, click on the "Add an
activity or resource" button under the topic you want, click on the Feedback option
from the window that opens and click the Add button. Then click on the "Expand All"
text on the right side of the page that opens, and expand all the sections below. Then
fill in the boxes on the screen as in the picture below and write the question you want.

After that, you can edit the dates below and select the dates on which the
survey will collect data. With Record user names, you can choose whether the
respondents will be written anonymously or with their logged in names. You can
change the "Allow multiple submissions" option to yes if you want.
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After the required boxes are filled, you can go to the bottom of the page and
click the "Save and return to course" button and return to the course's topics page.
Click on the survey you created on this page. The page that opens will look like the
image below.

Click on the Edit questions tab. You will see the Add question section as below.
From there, click the Choose menu and select the question type you want to add.
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Select the Multiple-choice option. A screen like the one below will appear. First
of all, check the Required box if you don't want the question to be left blank. Write
your question in the Question section. Select the type you want to use from the
Multiple-choice type section. You can choose the one that suits you from the single
answer, multiple answer, single answer drop-down menu options.

Then fill in the "multiple choice values" field with one response per line. After
entering the response, click Save question to save this question..
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After that, you can view the question you added from the page that opens and
you can add another question if you wish.

5.9. Adding a Forum to the Course
In order to add a forum to a topic, click the "Add an activity or resource" button
under the topic you want, and click the Forum option from the window that opens
and click the Add button. On the page that opens, you can write the forum name
there and also you can add a description to the box below. You can specify the forum
type from the forum type section.
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Then you can add the forum by going to the bottom of the page and clicking
the "Save and return to course" button. The topics page will appear, you can open
the forum page by clicking the forum you added from this page. You can add a
discussion topic by clicking Add a new question on this page. Discussion forum can be
started by filling the Subject and Message section as below and clicking Post to forum.

If we click on the question we created on the next forums screen, the following
screen will appear. The message seen on this screen can be answered by clicking
Reply.

5.10. Adding an Announcement to the Course
In order to add announcements to the course, click on the Announcements
button at the top of the course page and enter the announcements page. We click
on Add a new topic on the Announcements page.
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You can add the announcement by writing the title in the Subject section, the
content of the announcement in the Message section and clicking Post to forum.

5.11. Adding an Assignment to the Course
In order to add an assignment to the topic, click on the Add an activity or
resource under the topic you want and click on the Assignment option from the
window that opens and click the Add button.
On the page that opens, you can write the name of the assignment in the
Assignment Name section and the instructions of the assignment in the description
section below. Then you can go down and add a file related to the assignment by
dragging and dropping it to the Files section as shown below. You can edit the dates
related to the assignment from the Availability section. You can set the start and
deadline of the assignment.
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Students can upload assignments after Due date, but the note "Late Uploaded"
appears. Cut-off date can be used to set the deadline for late uploads. It is not
possible to upload homework after the cut-off date. "Remind me to grade by", it
reminds you to grade the assignments on the date you set after the assignments are
delivered.
Under Availability, there is Submission types. Here you can determine the type
of homework file students will upload. You can enable students to upload files by
checking the File Submission box, and allow students to write their homework directly
to the box on the site by checking Online text. When you select the online text, the
Word Limit option will appear below, where you can limit the word number of the text
to be written online. Maximum number of uploaded files and Maximum submission can
be adjusted in the following sections. At the bottom, you can select Accepted file
types (eg docx, pdf etc.).
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In the Grade section, you can adjust how you grade assignments. None, Point
and Scale options are available in the Type section. Here we select the Point and you
can write the max score you want in the "Maximum grade" section.

With the Restrict Access option, we can hide assignments under some
conditions. As can be seen below, we can prevent this assignment from appearing
before completing a certain activity by using "Activity completion". By using Date, it
can be ensured that the assignment does not appear before a certain date range
comes. By using "Grade", students who do not have a certain score can be prevented
from viewing this assignment. Using the "user profile" assignment can be hidden from
students with certain properties. By using the Restriction set, assignment can be hidden
with certain nested restrictions.
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In the Activity completion section, the condition under which the green tick will
appear, indicating that the assignments are completed can be set. Completion
tracking options are "Do not indicate activity completion", the second one is "Students
can manually mark the activity as completed", the last one is "Show activity as
complete when conditions are met". If the last option is selected, the following check
boxes will appear. Tick the "Students must submit to this activity to complete it" option
at the bottom.

After the necessary changes are made, you can go to the bottom of the page
and click the “Save and return to course” button to return to the course page. If we
click on the assignment we added, we can view the screen below. By clicking the
"View all submission" button, you can see all the assignments that students have
submitted.
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5.12. Changing Role
To learn how the course page looks like by users in other roles, click where our
name is written in the upper right corner, click the "Switch role to .." button at the
bottom of the menu that opens.

When we click it, the following screen will appear. The options here are "Nonediting teacher", "Student", and finally "Guest".
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From here, we can select the role we want and view the course's page through
the eyes of that role. When we select the "Student" option, we can view it through
students' eyes. To return to our role, we click the button with our name on the top right,
then we can switch by clicking "Return to my normal role" at the bottom.

6. Creating Exams
In order to add exams to our page in Moodle, we click on the Turn on editing
button on the top right, as we did in all other steps. Click on the Add an activity or
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resource under the subject you want to add an exam and click on the Quiz option
from the window that opens and click on the Add button. Click the Expand all button
on the right of the page that opens. You can write the name of the exam in the Name
section and the instructions of the exam in the Description section.
In the Timing section, the start date of the exam can be determined with the
Open the quiz option, and the end date of the exam can be determined with the
Close the quiz option. If the box next to Time limit is ticked, a certain time limit can be
set for the exam. You can decide what to do when the time expires from the When
time expires section. The first option is the most used option. With this option, the quiz is
submitted automatically when the time expires, with the questions answered so far.

You can set the passing grade by using "Grade to pass" in the Grade section
below. In the Attemps allowed section, you can set the number of times they are
allowed to do the exam. Using the "New page" in the Layout section, how many
questions will appear on each page can be adjusted. From the Navigation method
section, you can choose whether the questions are displayed in order or displayed as
students wish. The "Free" option allows students to skip the questions and solve them as
they wish, while the "Sequential" option does not allow students to move on to another
without solving the current question.
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With the "Shuffle within question" option in the Question behavior section below,
questions can be made to display to each student in a mixed order. With the "Deferred
feedback" option, which is automatically selected in the option below, you can
choose to announce the results later.
You can make post-exam settings from the review options section. The boxes
under "Immediately after the attempt", "Later, while the quiz is still on" and "After the
quiz is closed" should look like the picture below. The "Marks" option is set below so that
it can only be displayed after the exam is closed.
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If you wish, you can require a password to enter the exam from the section
under "Extra restriction on Alsps". You can choose whether the exam will appear or not
from the Availability section in the picture below. Even if you choose to show, only the
name of the exam will be displayed, not the content of the questions until the exam
date and time.If you have created a group, you can divide the quiz into groups.

The settings in the Restrict Access section are explained in detailly in "5.11
Adding an Assignment to the Course". Necessary adjustments can be made by
looking there.
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Then you can add the exam by going to the bottom of the page and clicking
the "Save and return to course" button.

6.1. Adding a New Question to the Exam
To add a new question to an existing exam, click on the exam you have
created. Click on the Edit quiz button as in the picture below. If there is no Edit quiz
button, click the settings button on the upper right corner and click Edit quiz from there.

On the page that opens, write the maximum score that can be obtained from
the exam in the "Maximum grade" section on the right and click the Save button next
to it. By checking the Shuffle box below, the order of the exam questions that will shown
to the students will be in mixed way.
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Click the Add button on the right side of the screen to add a question. Click the
"a new question" button from the menu and select the question type you want to add
from the window that opens and click the Add button. As shown in the picture below,
in the Category section, select the category that the question will be added to. Then
write the name of your question in the Question name section and write the question
that will appear to students in the Question text section.

The score to be taken from the exam is determined with the "Default mark"
below. In the picture below, you can determine in the first part how many correct
answers of the question exists. "One answer only" is the option used when there is only
one correct answer. With the "Shuffle the choices" option, you can show the places of
the choices randomly.
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You can determine the options of the question from the Answer section below.
Write your choices in Choice 1, Choice 2 and other boxes as shown in the picture
below. Let's say the correct choice of this question is Choice 3, click on the None text
in the Grade section and select the value of this choice as 100% and leave the Grade
value of the other options as None.

If you want to give feedback based on the student's response, you can use the
Combined feedback section. After the necessary settings are made, go to the bottom
and click on "Save changes" and you will save this question. The example below will
show adding a True / False type question. After repeating the above steps to create
a question, select True / False from the window that opens and click the Add button,
and the following screen will appear. Select the category for which you are preparing
a question from the Category section. Question name and Question text are filled as
in the picture below.
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The maximum score that can be obtained from this question is entered in the
Default mark section. The answer to the question is determined from the "Correct
answer" section below. If the answer to your question is true, select "True", if false, "False"
should be selected.

After the necessary settings are made, we go to the bottom and click on "Save
changes" and we save this question. After adding these two questions, the Editing quiz
page will look like the image below. In the upper right corner, the maximum score that
can be obtained from the exam is 15 as we have determined before. However, since
the questions we have added are 5 points each, the total score appears to be 10. You
have to add one more question to complete this to 15.
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After reaching the sufficient number of questions, you can return to the page
of the course. Our exam will look like the picture below on the page of the course.

If you click on the link of the exam we added (Vize sınavı), the following screen
will open. The name of the exam and the instructions you wrote will appear here. If
you click the settings icon on the top right and click the Preview button from the menu
that opens, you can view how the exam will appear to students.

On the screen that appears, it shows important warnings like the exam will take
3 minutes as in the picture below, and there is no possibility to pause after it starts. It is
waiting for you to press the start attempt button.
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Since the questions were shown randomly, the first question came as follows.
After reading the question, the student can answer the question, then click on the
Next page button at the bottom right and move on to the next question.

The last question will appear as in the image below. After solving this question,
they can finish the exam by clicking the Finish attempt button below.
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After clicking "Finish attempt", the page in the picture below will appear. It
shows which questions have been answered. Also, if you click "Return to attempt", you
can return to your last question and make a correction. Our exam was set to allow
changing only the last question. If no corrections are to be made, click on the "Submit
all and finish" button at the bottom, a small warning window will show that no
correction can be made after it is submitted, and it is asked to confirm. From the
window that opens, click on Submit all and finish again and the exam is submitted.
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6.2. Creating a Category for the Exam Banks
To create a category, enter the page of the course and click the settings button
on the top right corner as in the picture below, click the More button from the menu
that opens.

Click the Categories button in the Question bank section at the bottom of the
page that opens.

The page that opens after clicking it will appear as below. Make your selection
from the "Parent category" section. Write the name of the category we will create in
the Name section. Then click on the Add category button at the bottom.
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In this way, we have created our category. Now we can add exams to this
created category, we can use them later.

6.3. Creating an Exam Under a Category
To create a category, enter the page of the course and click the settings button
on the top right corner of the screen, click the More button from the menu that opens.
Click the "Questions" button in the "Question bank" section at the bottom of the page
that opens. The page that opens will look like the following.
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From the place where it says "Select a category", we select the category we
created before, where we will add the questions. After selecting the category, the
page will be refreshed within 1-2 seconds, after the renewal, click the "Create a new
question" button at the bottom. Select the question type you want to add from the
window that will open and add the question you want by repeating the steps in "6.1.
Adding a New Question to the Exam". After adding the amount of questions you want,
the page will appear as below, the questions will be listed as at the bottom.

6.4. Selecting Random Questions from the Question Bank
In order to select random questions from the question bank that we have
created before for an exam, first we go to the page of the course and click on the
exam we created as in the picture below.
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Click on the "Edit quiz" button below. The page that opens after clicking it will
look like the picture below. We click the Add button on the right part and click the "a
random question" button from the menu that opens.

After clicking it, the following window will appear. Here we select the category
we want to choose the question from. After selecting our category, the page will be
refreshed for 1-2 seconds and the questions belonging to that category will be listed.

After selecting the category, the screen will look like the picture below.
Determine how many random questions to choose from the "Number of random
questions" section below. Here, if 2 is selected, each student will be shown two random
questions that are chosen from the 3 questions from that category.
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Then click on "Add random question" at the bottom of the window. After
clicking, the screen will appear as below. The score of that question is determined from
the numbers on the right of each question. Since the total score of this exam is 15, the
value of each question is set to 7.50.
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7. Creating Attendance
In order to add attendance to our page in Moodle, we click on the Turn on
editing button at the top right, as we do in all other steps. Click the Add an activity or
resource under the subject you want to add the attendance to, and click the
Attendance option from the window that opens and click the Add button. Click the
Expand all button on the right of the page that opens. You can give "Attendance" or
any other name you want to the Name field.
The grade that can be given over attendance can be adjusted in the Grade
section below. Then go to the bottom of the page and click the Save and return to
course button. If you want to give points/grades your attendance, a column for your
attendance will appear on the Grades page. After returning to the course page, go
to the notes page by clicking the Notes button from the menu on the left. If you go
down at the bottom of the table, there is a scroll bar, drag it to the far right, then you
can see the column containing the grades of Attendance.

If you want to change something about attendance (eg attendance points);
after entering to the course page, go to the settings of the Attendance, as shown in
the picture below.
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Make the necessary adjustments and go to the bottom of the page and click
the Save and return to course button. After entering to the course page, we click on
the link of the Attendance that we added, as shown in the picture below.

The page that opens is the attendance page and since no additions have
been made yet, it will appear blank as in the picture below.

Then click on "Status set" from the tabs above. The page that opens will look like
the image below. This screen shows the options we can choose when taking the
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attendance of students. There are options such as "Present", "Late", "Excused", "Absent".
You can delete them by clicking the trash can icon to the right of the item you want
to delete.

In this example, we deleted the Late and Excused options and changed the
names in the description column. We wrote the word "Present" as “Katıldım” and the
word “Katılmadım” instead of "Absent. You can change the attendance score in the
Points column, and set the “Katıldım” score to 1. Then, if you check the box in the
"Automatically set when not marked" column which is placed right side of the
“Katılmadım” option, it can be ensured that the “Katılmadım” is checked
automatically when the students don't enter the system and don't click “Katıldım”.
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After the changes made, the page will look like the picture above. Click the
"Update" button below to save the changes and update the settings.

7.1. Adding Session to Attendance
Click on the "Add session" tab from the tabs on the attendance page. The page
that opens will look like the image below. You can make the following settings
according to the date and time of your lesson. You can specify the date of the lesson
from the Date section, and you can set the start and end time of the lesson in the Time
section.

Later, the repetitions of the lesson can be adjusted from the Multiple sessions
section by going down. For example, if your course is on Tuesday every week, you
need to make the settings as shown in the picture below. By selecting the last lesson
day from the “Repeat until” section below, you can create a session only for the
Tuesdays that are up to that date.
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In order to enable students to take their own attendance, the settings in the
"Student recording" section at the bottom should be adjusted as follows.

After making the necessary changes, you can add the session by clicking the
"Add" button at the bottom of the page. The page that opens after clicking it will look
like the picture below.

In the example above, an attendance was created for the Tuesday session of
the lesson between 4:30 pm and 7:20 pm. If your lesson has another session, for
example on Thursday between 08:30 and 09:20, then the above steps should be
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repeated. Click the Add session button from the tabs above. Fill in the information on
the page that opens as follows.

In this session, since it starts at half past 8 and ends at 20 past 9, we adjusted the
Time part accordingly. Then go down and set the Multiple sessions section to repeat
every Thursday, as in the picture below.

After doing the last part as described in the previous Tuesday example, you can
add Thursday sessions by clicking Add at the bottom of the page. After clicking it, you
can view the list of both Tuesday and Thursday sessions of the course as shown in the
picture below.
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7.2. Viewing Attendance Report
To view the attendance status of the students, click the "Report" button on the
above tabs on the attendance page. If you click the Report button above as shown
in the picture below, the following screen will open. You can review the attendance
status of students date by date. Question marks mean either that the lesson has not
started yet or the student has not made any markup.

When you scroll down to the bottom of the page, you can see the “Özet”
(Summary) line as in the picture below. Summary of each session is given here, the
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numbers of those who marked “Katıldım” and “Katılmadım” are given separately
under each session.

At the bottom of the page, if you slide the scroll bar to the far right, "Sessions
Points Percentage" columns will appear as you can see in the picture below. You can
see how many sessions each student attended, how many points she / he got from
the attendance and what percentage of sessions she / he attended.

7.3. Taking Attendance Process
When students enter the course website, they will see the attendance we
added as in the picture below. If students are to take attendance themselves, they
can access attendance sessions by clicking the attendance link.
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The page that opens will look like the following. At the time of the screenshot
below, the date was October 20, 20202, 18:22. Therefore, there is a button "Submit
attendance" in front of the attendance that is only related to the lecture on that date
and that time. Student can take attendance of that lesson by clicking Submit
attendance button.
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After clicking on Submit attendance, a page like the picture below will open. If
he / she will attend the lesson, he / she should mark “Katıldım” and if not, “Katılmadım”.
After marking it, you can click Save changes.

After clicking it, it will return to the page with probe sessions as in the image
below. The option (for example: Katıldım) will appear in the "Status" column opposite
the session where attendance is entered. In order to take the attendance of the next
courses, he / she can log in the system on the day and time of the course and click
Submit attendance and record his / her attendance regarding the relevant course.

If you want to take the attendance yourself, go to the website of the course
and click on the attendance link. The screen in the picture below will appear.
Whichever session is currently active will appear in blue text. In this example, the active
session is the one that appears at the top as “Sal 20 Ekim 2020 4:30ÖS – 7:20ÖS” (Tue
20 October 2020 4:30 pm - 7:20 pm).
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When you click on the active session, you will see a page like the picture below.
You can get attendance on their behalf from the "P A" column next to each student's
name. The letter P represents Present, and the letter A represents Absent. In the
Remarks column, you can see who took the attendance. For example, in the Esen
Ertunga's column, it says "Self-". After taking the attendance, you can save the
attendance by clicking the Save attendance button at the bottom.
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7.4. Exporting Attendance
To export the attendances to Excel, enter the attendance page and click
Export on the tabs above.

The page that opens will look like the image below. Here, All participants must
be selected from the Group section.

Later, we can display the student's student number and username in the Excel
file if we leave the part below as is.
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You can select in which date range attendance will be displayed from the
section below. If you choose the format section as follows, it will create a file in Excel
format. You can download the Excel file by clicking the "OK" button at the bottom.

The downloaded Excel file will look like the image below. On October 20, 2020,
at 4.30 PM, you can see the attendance results of that session. Question marks
indicates empty, P (1/1) indicates that student has participated.
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7.5. Filtering the Students Who Have Attended Class In Excel
If you want to list only the participants, click on the places shown in the picture
below in order.

After clicking the third button, an arrow will appear on the right of the cell we
selected. Click on the items shown in order as in the picture below. After clicking on
the 1st place, the Select All option will appear as checked. After unchecking, check
the box shown in the 2nd place and click the button that says “Ok”.
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After clicking the "Ok" button, the screen will appear as in the picture below,
only the list of students who participated to that session will be shown.
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